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Flunky wasn't a very pretty cat. He 

was kind of patchy, with little bits 

of black and white and ginger 

and grey, and his eyes were 

slightly squinty.



It made Flunky sad that he 

wasn't good-looking like the 

other cats, but Flunky was a 

very friendly cat, and 

everybody knew him.



Flunky loved milk.



One day, he was so happy to 

see a saucer full of milk in the 

kitchen that he jumped on it, 

and Whoosh! most of the milk 

spilt onto the floor.



Just then, Flunky’s owner Thabo 

walked into the kitchen, slipped on 

the milk and fell flat on his back!



Thabo was really hurt, and lay 

there moaning and groaning 

with pain.



Flunky did not know what to do, 

but then he thought of a plan.



He went next door to the 

neighbour's house and started 

to “Meow” and “Meow” outside 

the door.



Mrs Pikoli opened the door and 

said, “What's wrong, Flunky?” 



Flunky ran towards his house 

and Mrs Pikoli followed him.



There she found Thabo lying 

on the floor, and she quickly 

called the ambulance.



Thanks to Flunky’s quick 

thinking, Thabo was able to be 

helped in time.

From that day on, he was known 

as Spunky Flunky.
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